
First Dance (February 2018) 
 
I wonder where the first dance came from.  Here’s what I imagine.  We’ve just crossed the line 
from pre-history.  A woman, somewhat upright in posture, has left her group, not for quiet or 
solitude, there’s so much of that around.  Perhaps she seeks a bush full of some unfamiliar kind 
of fruit.  She moves in that direction.  A breeze comes up.  Branches rub and bushes sweep 
against each other.  Nature guides the movement into a rhythm.  The woman begins to move to 
the rhythm, swaying gently.  Whatever is making her do this is deep within her.  She has never 
thought of it before.  It makes her raise one foot, bring it down, then the other.  Something 
awakens in her, like a rush of desire, energy, loftiness, heat.  Keeping her arms low, she throws 
them gently from one side to the other.  It is then that she hears someone bringing one stick down 
on another.  The beat is born, and she will hold to it and seek it for the remainder of her life. 
“And the beat goes on.  And the beat goes on.” 
 
I’d been to school dances, but this was different.  This was a date.  My stomach roiled for days 
because I couldn’t make the mental shift from Kenny, of horn rim glasses and ready assistance to 
me in Algebra I, to Kenny, a real live date and potential boyfriend.  I’d never had a boyfriend.  
I’d never been kissed.  I’d never even touched a boy’s arm. I was afraid of boys beyond 
classroom friendships, the source of this social deficiency my girls-only Catholic School years. 
 
Kenny and I shared mutual uneasiness as he opened the door of his dad’s car for me.  We drove 
down Shore Drive to a teen club along the Atlantic beach.  Kenny bought us cokes, and we found 
a table near the band, a local group hoping to be discovered.  All this we did in silence.  A song 
ended, another started, by the Doors.  Oh my gosh, I wanted to dance so badly.  But this was a 
date, and if I just sat, I wouldn’t make a fool of myself.  My leg kicked spasmodically under the 
table, victim to the music.  Kenny’s leg kicked mine.   He blurted out, “Wanna dance?”   
 
We stepped shyly, moved our arms stiffly.  Then, the song’s crescendo.  The music wilder, 
louder.  The lead singer had been off-key up to this point.  Now, his raspy voice boomed with 
confidence.  His feet stomped.  His long hair shook.  The drummer pounded.  The entire floor of 
dancers jumped, stretched, threw their arms to heaven.  We shout-sang the words.  Kenny 
bumped his hip to mine.  I bumped back.  We had entered a state of abandon.  The entire beach, 
the waves, the sky, our city, our planet all throbbed as one to this music.  I was lifted.  The beat 
was inside me, and it consumed me.  “Come on, baby, light my fire!”   
 
That evening, under the glaring porch light at my house, Kenny kissed me goodnight, on the lips. 
 
I danced alone in college, my partner somewhere on the dance floor.  I didn’t need a relationship.  
I needed only the music.  I was a slave to any pounding beat, kept it going in my head.  If the 
music is there, I cannot hold still.  If I try, one of my legs jerks involuntarily, and my body 
follows.  In public, I have learned to restrict the movement to one foot.  No matter the music—
rock, country, musical, Liszt—updownupdownupdown.  Driving is difficult.   
 
When there is no music, I crave it.  I must have it, without and within.  I must dance to it.   
 



Many years into our marriage, my husband and I took dance lessons.  Fox trot, two-step, waltz, 
contra dance.  The screaming, raging, leaping dancing of the 60s and 70s was behind me—but 
for Led Zeppelin on vacuuming days, Neil Young when it was time to dust—and we danced, 
John leading, slowly, gracefully, romantically.  Others may have danced around us, but we 
hardly noticed.  We were, the two of us, interwoven, just one. 
 
And then, the birth of our sons.  Pregnant, I danced and sang and played the music.  I balanced 
each babe in my arms, on my hip.  As each grew, I held his hands, and he stepped his little feet 
onto mine.  Around the room we twirled, to Raffi, the Beatles, Johnny Cash, West Side Story, 
Saint Saens.  The result—three grown boys all musicians. 
 
And now, a friend has invited me to attend a dance-exercise class.  It consists of many women 
who follow a routine set to music not of my generation.  Music that is over-the-top loud, 
pounding, grinding, thudding, distorted.  I have never danced in unison with a large group, never 
followed a routine.  I hesitate, but agree to attend one class.  The beat is clear and strong. 
 
What is unique to the dance—an instructor leading us in every step and gesture.  Our instructor, 
Leia, was welcoming, encouraging, and generous that first day.  When the music started, she 
became it.  She became its beat, its energy, its soul, its power.  I may have started out timidly, 
stiffly, mechanically, utterly confused by the routines’ intricacies, but each day my gaze was 
riveted on her—vehemently concentrating as if I had returned to one of my college acting class’s 
mirror exercises—and my body followed.     
 
I don’t know what caused the beat to explode, a few weeks later, from within.  It might have 
been one of my classmates’ advice to “just dance like a three-year-old.”  Or the stolen words that 
began one of my journals: “Dance like nobody’s watching.”  It might have been a single moment 
when I caught the wall mirror’s reflection of Leia, myself, and twenty-some other women, 
moving as one, skipping from foot to foot, arms stretched high, bending to the beat, the beat, the 
beat, the beat.  Whatever the cause, my arms and torso and legs and smile became the music and 
the lyrics, and as one with the others, I started to get it, started loving it, starting sucking life 
from it.  “I’m gonna li-li-live my life / I know that we gon’ be alright….” Leia proclaimed that I 
had come out of my shell.   
 
A few days ago, one of my dancing friends brought her daughter to class.  Choosing not to 
participate, this beautiful teenager curled up comfortably on one of the back benches amid our 
many water bottles and settled in with her smartphone.  The music and our movements were 
exuberant for the hour, but not once, whenever I stole a quick glance, did the girl move even her 
foot to the beat.  I couldn’t see if she was tethered to some electronic device, perhaps the answer 
to her oblivion to all of us.  Or perhaps she follows an inner beat, one that quells her, soothes her, 
lulls her.  Perhaps she only needs, as might a poet, the beat of her heart to sustain her.  Perhaps 
she doesn’t need that sustenance at all.   
 
How needy I am!  Turn up the volume, pound on the branches, brush against the bushes, shout 
Agnes De Mille’s words:  “To dance is to be out of yourself. Larger, more beautiful, more 
powerful. This is power, it is glory on earth and it is yours for the taking.”  
         


